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Latest News

Dear Constituent,
I would like to wish you and your families a
Happy New Year.
This is my 8th annual report to you on how I
have been representing your views on Down
District Council and other agencies.
I am the only local councillor to deliver an
annual report to every house in the Lecale
area.

This newsletter can only be a summary
my work for you over the last year. My
website provides much more detail - see
www.enright.ie or search for ‘Cadogan
Enright’ on Facebook where I post or log my
activities as a councillor on a weekly basis.

2014 opened with widespread anger around Lecale
at the sudden announcement by the South Eastern
Trust that they are experiencing a critical shortage
of medical staff in both the Downe and Lagan Valley
Emergency Departments and were thus forced to cut
back on weekend working. This leaves the ‘Out of
Hours’ service operated by local doctors as the only
service operating at weekends and night-time at the
Downe.
The Monday before Christmas I attended a 3 1/2
hour emergency meeting between the Trust and local
representatives at the Downshire on the Ardglass Road
to demand answers on why Accident and Emergency
services were being cut at weekends with suggestions
that we travel to the Ulster hospital instead.
We were able to extract a promise from Trust
management that when sufficient staff had been
recruited, normal service would resume. The Trust also
promised to brief us on progress towards this goal.
This is not good enough and smacks of ‘salami-slicing’

services slowly away from the Downe with an undue
bias to the Ulster Hospital site.
Roads infrastructure is very different here when
compared to Lisburn or the Ulster which are minutes
away from a selection of A&E hospitals in Belfast,
Craigavon and Antrim. Some parts of Down District
would require traveling 40 miles to the Ulster Hospital
A&E. This is just unacceptable. Several local people
have told me that they would have died had they not
been treated at Downe A&E over the last few years.
The inability to recruit and retain middle-grade
doctors to work in A&E points to poor planning and
raises issues about the competency of Health Service
management over a 15 year period since this problem
has become widely acknowledged. Solutions should
have been found long ago.
The most important task this coming year is to maintain
the cross-community, cross-party Downe campaign
and to not relent in our pressure on delivering the
services promised and needed by Down District.

Weekend
Accident &
Emergency
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Ardglass Energy Project

Makes Lecale a European Leader
My work last year with the Ulster
Farmers Union backed Down District
Farmers For Renewable Energy
(DDFFRE) has developed way beyond
our original expectations into a
project that if successful could play
a significant role in reducing Global
Warming by enabling renewables to
supply 100% of our electrical power.

I was delighted to announce a ‘Green Tech’
jobs initiative in December with the Ardglass
Development Association. This is a coalition of
local farmers, community groups in Ardglass
and Ballyhornan and ‘Green Tech’ companies
aiming to make Lecale into a centre of
excellence for the storage of renewable energy
both on the all-Island grid, and as a base to
develop new green-tech products for export.
I am chairing this ‘Community Based Intelligent
Energy Programme’ with projects at several
levels all aimed at turning Lecale into a giant
‘virtual energy battery’ capable of supplying all
its own power locally and exporting power to
the grid. A few examples of these projects are;
COMPRESSED AIR STORAGE AT BALLYHORNAN AIRFIELD
The old RAF station at Ballyhornan has now been
proposed as the test-bed for this exciting new
energy storage technology that is capable of
delivering 110% of the electrical energy generated
when combined with Anerobic Digestion.
In April 2013 the level of carbon dioxide in the air went
above 400ppm for the first time since before humans
evolved on the planet. This will have an effect if not
stopped.
The NASA-derived picture shows the effect locally of
either the Greenland Ice Sheet melting or the West
Antarctic Ice sheet entering the sea.
See my website and try other scenarios for yourself
www.enright.ie/maps
Aside from impact on the human population,
Cambridge scientists predict that over 50% of bird
species worldwide will become extinct from global
warming with impacts on most other life forms.

USING BATTERIES FROM LEAF CARS TO BACK UP FARMBASED TURBINES
Many local farmers have 250kw turbines that only
produce energy when the wind blows. By combining
them with Leaf batteries from the Leaf electric car
plant in Northumberland, we can make sure that this
electricity can be sold to the grid between 2pm and
6pm each day when it is most required.
MANUFACTURING DIESEL AND FERTILIZER IN ARDGLASS
We have initiated a feasibility study into using
renewable energy not required by the grid to
produce fertilizer for farms and a diesel substitute
for fishing boats, tractors or even home heating on
a brown field site in Ardglass Harbour by electrolysis
of sea water and nitrogen from the air, producing a
totally ‘green’ store of energy.
SOFTWARE FOR GRID MANAGEMENT
The existing grid is designed to take power from 3
NI fossil-fuel power stations down to local areas,
similar to the pipe network for drinking water. Huge
opportunities exist for ‘Energy Systems Management
Software’ to allow locally produced renewable power
to feed the National Grid.

Why do we have to act on Energy?

Based on DATA
from NASA
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SAUL GETS COMMUTER SERVICE

I facilitated the introduction of this new commuter service starting
last September serving Strangford, Raholp & Saul.
Saul commuter David Hamill had canvassed me on this issue. He
said, “This means that people from Raholp, Saul and Strangford
can get into the bus station in Downpatrick for about 8am, in time
to get the onwards buses to Belfast arriving before 9am. It’s a
boon for commuters. Cars don’t have to be parked in Downpatrick
or Belfast all day with other members unable to use them. I’m
delighted”.
One third of the workforce in Down District commutes to the Greater
Belfast area, and we need to configure our public transport systems
to take this into account

STRANGFORD VILLAGE VICTORY
DRD FENCE AT NEW QUAY BLOWN OUT OF THE WATER
I worked hard to support the Strangford Community
Association over the summer in the successful campaign to
stop the DRD fencing off the quayside in the village from local
people.
I organized meetings with planners, made FoI requests of
the DRD, drafted press statements and helped draft letters of
objection.
DRD finally withdrew the planning application in the face of
mounting evidence that they did not actually need the fence
at all, but were going about a ‘land-grab’, using mythical
international terrorists landing in Strangford village as cover.
DRD now propose using temporary fencing for the 2 or 3
occasions a year they anticipate International visitors.

ARDGLASS/KILLOUGH PARENTS SEEK EQUALITY

The South Eastern Education and Library Board are
refusing to allow Gaelic speaking children in Ardglass
and Killough to use the yellow bus network to take
children to school in Downpatrick.
The yellow buses currently service Downpatrick
Primary School, who had no objection to the service
being shared with the Gaelic language primary
school, if the SEELB make sure that there are seats
for all. I had a similar case with secondary school
students from Ballyhornan and Downpatrick being
refused transport that I took to the High Court and
won with the help of their school.
Killough & Ardglass parents were shocked when the
SEELB transport spokesperson told them that SEELB
were ignoring the High Court, therefore I am now
bringing this to the attention of the Ombudsman with
help from John McCallister MLA as sponsor.
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RAHOLP SUCCESS

I worked with Raholp residents to demonstrate that there
were road safety issues in accessing the existing bus
stop at St Tassachs Terrace late in 2013. This enabled me
to facilitate the introduction of a new bus stop near the
junction of Bannaghan Road / St Patricks Road in Raholp.
The lack of pavement to the St Tassachs bus stop forced
pedestrians out onto the road just where busy traffic
narrows to a single lane.
Residents spokesperson Tom Reynolds explained “The
door to door survey showed that we have 12 households
who have no access to a car including visually impaired,
disabled and elderly people and between 63 and 73
children on Bannaghan Road who will all need to catch a
bus as they come up to secondary school age”.

HELP FIX OUR BEACHES
Ballyhornan Beach

Minerstownn Beach

Killough Beach

You can help me raise water purity
standards on your local beach in 2014
by simply taking photos when you are
on the beach during the year. To obtain
the highest standards of water purity
on our local beaches, they must be
recognised as ‘Bathing Waters’ under
the EU directive.
The rules say that we need to back
applications with photos showing the
beaches are used for walking, bathing
and family outings. Only photographs
from this year’s bathing water season
onwards can be considered. There
have to be a minimum of 45 bathers
on one occasion or 100 beach users on
two occasions.
This campaign goes back to the
downgrading of the new Ardglass
sewage scheme in April 2013. NI Water
announced the scheme with media
fanfare. But then feigned surprise
when I raised hell over the fact they had
shelved the original plan to include
Killough, Coney Island, Chapeltown

and Ballyhornan. This damages the
development, tourism, health and
safety of the Lecale Coast.
For 6 months I challenged NIWater
to explain why all towns on the ‘Gold
Coast’ in North Down had top-level
sewerage treatment, but low standards
were acceptable on the Lecale Coast. I
was finally told, “There are a number
of bathing waters identified under
the Bathing Water Directive along the
Gold Coast. These include Helen’s
Bay,
Crawfordsburn,
Ballyholme,
Groomsport and Millisle. There are
currently no designated bathing
waters along the Lecale Coast.”.(NIEA
obviously don’t know Tyrella and
Murlough are in Lecale – which do
have EU recognition).
It’s not unfair to say that the
NI
Environmental
Agency
are
discriminating against Lecale by not
designating our beaches as ‘Bathing
Waters’ but designating all the
main beaches in North Down. The

tourist industry is essential here, we
are entitled to the same sewerage
standards as residents in North Down.
In the process of this campaign, I
discovered that anyone can apply
to the EU directly and get a beach
recognised. Thus, in December, I had
a motion passed in Council, requiring
Council Management to prepare a
list of candidate beaches under the
Directive including Kilclief, Killard,
Ballyhornan, Coney Island, Killough
and Minerstown. Each beach will
be separately assessed, and the
council will be deciding on which to
progress first in the coming months.
If this campaign is successful then
we can force NI Water to reassess its
downgrading of sewage treatment in
Lecale.
If you or your family can organise a
beach party for 45 people ( I am!) then
email, facebook or post them to me as
part of this campaign and lets bring
Gold Coast benefits to the Lecale Coast.
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